AN910
L A YO U T D E S I G N P RACTICES A R O U N D T H E O U T P U T O F AN
ON-CHIP DC-DC C ONVERTER
1. Introduction
The aim of this document is to show what layout design practices should be applied around the output of an onchip DC-DC converter. When layout is not carefully designed around the DC-DC converter, it can cause the
interference leakage to get to critical parts of the radio and create damage in RF performance.

2. DC-DC Converter Circuit
The diagram of a typical boost converter circuit can be seen on the following figure:

Figure 1. Boost Converter Circuit
The step up conversion of the input DC voltage is realized by the switching of the Duty Cycle Control and Diode
Bypass switches.
Although in this document the boost converter is shown in detail, similar layout practices should be considered
when designing a buck converter circuit.
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3. Layout Recommendations Around the DC-DC Converter Output
The main points to be aware of when designing the layout around the DC-DC converter are listed below:
Make

sure all the VDD pins of the chip are filtered individually with capacitors placed close to the related
pins. If the VDD lines with poor filtering are close to the DC-DC converter output, interfering signals caused
by voltage fluctuation of the DC-DC converter can get to these lines.
Jamming signal on the VDD is dangerous as it will spread out everywhere inside the chip.
Due to the far situated filter capacitors, the interference current travels on many long paths through the
board, and gets back to the IC ground on a difficult way.
Long interference leakage paths on the PCB are dangerous in TX mode as these traces may behave as
hidden antennas and cause unwanted emissions and violation of the radiation standards.
Many vias should be used around the output of the DC-DC converter. With missing vias to the ground, the
ground plane does not work as a real unified ground anymore, and as some parts work as a patch antenna
and radiate, potentially causing again violation of the emission standards.
The leakage paths can cause the radio chip not to see a good ground reference (i.e. interference can be
observed), and this may cause damage in RF performance (lower TX power, higher TX harmonics, higher
current consumption, RX sensitivity loss).
If there is any GND pin close to the VDC pin on the chip, it should be connected to the GND pins of all the
nearby filtering capacitors using many vias.
The layer beneath the layer where the chip with internal DC-DC converter is placed (basically the top layer)
should be an equal ground layer, and should be disconnected by traces only if necessary.

Figure 2. Reference Design Schematic with Built-in DC-DC Converter
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Figure 3. DC-DC Converter Output of the Reference Design Layout
A reference design layout using a DC-DC converter can be seen on Figure 3. All the parallel filtering capacitors are
connected to the ground with many vias, and are placed close to the related IC pin.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Silicon Laboratories Inc.
400 West Cesar Chavez
Austin, TX 78701
Tel: 1+(512) 416-8500
Fax: 1+(512) 416-9669
Toll Free: 1+(877) 444-3032
Please visit the Silicon Labs Technical Support web page:
https://www.silabs.com/support/pages/contacttechnicalsupport.aspx
and register to submit a technical support request.
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